
Excavations at Cheapside, Lancaster, 1984.

by lnl. Graham W3tson.

This exercise was largely one of 'machine watchingt
and section drawing with very little opportunity
to excavate as such. The possibility of the site
becoming available was noted when MacDonalds applied
for planning application. It was known that the
plot contained two buildings, a modern one on the
street front and one behind containi-ng a datestone
of \678, though whether it was contemporary with
the building is unclear. This building was originally
a pub ca1led the 'Rams (Bu11s?) Head'. Above lhe
datestone was a weathered piece of limestone in the
form of a ramts or bullrs head. Both this and the
datestone are now in the City Museum, Lancaster.

Both buildings on the site were cellared so it was
suspected that any surviving archaeological leve1s
would show up in the four sections across the site
and in a narrow strip between the two buildings.
Unfortunately the original ground leve1 sloped down
from front to back of the site and had been levelled
off. The subsoil was also much higher than both
ourselves and the contractor anticipated. Thus the
only area that had any potential fot fruitful ei-
cavation was a deposit of original soil left at the
east end of the Site to ttop the wal1 there from
falling down. Unfortunately this meant that it had
to stay there and could not be excavated. A similar
danger with the side wa11s involved an intriguing
building operation of fitting a cement collar in
stages. However as this meant undermining the
existing buildings there was only opportunity to
note that the Roman 1eve1 subsequently found at the
east end of the site appeared to continue towards
and under the present Cheapside with little variation
in depth of deposit.
The section itself appeared to show two main periods
of activity. One was modern, mainly pits fu1l of
cinder, coal ash, and building debris. Below this
was a thick layer of brown sticky soil that produced
no flnds at all so is impossible to date. It looked
as if it might be garden soi1.
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Below this was a layer roughly 20 cms deep that
produced a wealth of pottery and bone. Two pits
were cut into this, one on top of the other. The
lower cut into the natural, and produced pottery
and bone from a couple of distinct dark brown layers
which were above and below a layer of fine sand
and gravel much like the natural. It is possible
that a first layer of rubbish was thrown in to be

covered by some of the excavated natural. The upper
pit produced no finds at all, although it had a
ii*ilar pattern of soil/sand layers.

Also found, although unstratified, was a bone pin
that had been coloured with bronze to give the
appearance of being meta1, and an as of Domitian
(86-7 AD) was later found among topsoil removed
to Westgate, Morecambe. (Identified by Dr. D.C.A.
Shotter).
My thanks to Huddlestons for giving access to the
site and help with machinerY.

The Pottery (Marie El1is)

Three body sherds of Quernmore ware produce the
earliest date of late lst - early 2nd century AD

for.the pottery in Layer 1 of the lower pit.
Also included in this layer, and providing rather
more accuracy, is a body sherd of a colour-coated
beaker in Caitor Ware, giving a date of AD 190-230
(Gillam, Type 77). The base of dish or bowl of
13th - 14th century Docker Ware and a sherd of a

19th century spirit jar with a feldspathic glaze
are also included in the finds for this layer.

Layer 2 of the lower pit shows rnuch the same repre-
sentation, although rather sparser, with sherds
of Quernmore Ware again giving the earliest date
of late lst - early 2nd centurY AD.
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